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Summary: Objectives. This study evaluates potential compensation strategies under conditions of glottal insufficiency. Methods. Using a numerical respiratory-laryngeal model of voice production, voice production under conditions of glottal insufficiency is investigated across a large range of voice conditions, and compared with normal voice production. Results. This study shows that glottal insufficiency leads to increased noise production, reduced fundamental frequency range, and inability to produce very low-intensity voice. Glottal insufficiency also leads to significantly increased respiratory effort of phonation and difficulty in maintaining a normal breath group duration, which restricts high-intensity voice production and falsetto-like voice production. Although compensation strategies exist to alleviate these undesirable voice changes, they often require hyperfunctional laryngeal and respiratory muscle activities and thus are more likely to result in vocal fatigue. Conclusions. The laryngeal and respiratory subsystems need to be considered as a whole to fully understand the effect of glottal insufficiency on voice production. Strategies that compensate for laryngeal weakness at the cost of compromising the normal function of the respiratory subsystem are undesirable and may impose additional constraints on voice production and the effectiveness of available compensation strategies. Key Words: Glottal insufficiency—Compensation strategies—Respiratory-laryngeal coordination—Voice production—Aging.

INTRODUCTION

Changes to the vocal folds, because of either pathologies or aging,1,2 often lead to undesired voice changes (eg, reduced vocal range or degraded voice quality) and increased vocal effort. Under such conditions, compensation strategies are often adopted in an attempt to alleviate such undesired voice changes and reduce vocal effort. Although some compensation strategies may be effective in partially restoring desirable acoustic and perceptual goals or reducing vocal effort, other compensation strategies may not be as effective or even lead to hyperfunctional muscular activities and produce vocal fold vibration patterns that are prone to vocal fold injury. Because compensation is an integral component of voice production, a better understanding of available compensation strategies in humans and their effects on voice production is thus essential to fully understanding pathologic vocal fold physiology and the resulting changes in vocal fold vibration. Clinically, understanding the acoustic consequences of compensations may eventually allow clinicians to better identify counterproductive compensatory behaviors and recommend useful compensation strategies.

The present study aims to identify possible compensation strategies under conditions of glottal insufficiency, or the inability to sufficiently approximate the twofolds during phonation, because of bilateral recurrent laryngeal nerve paresis or aging. Although clinical symptoms of glottal insufficiency have been well documented,1,3 there have been few systematic studies of the underlying physical mechanisms and potential compensation strategies and their effects on phonation. On the other hand, although human voice production involves coordination among the respiratory, laryngeal, and articulatory subsystems, modeling the physics of human voice production, under either normal or pathologic conditions, often focuses on the laryngeal subsystem alone and respiratory-laryngeal interaction is often neglected. Such respiratory-laryngeal coordination is particularly important for pathologic conditions resulting in glottal insufficiency, which may use too much airflow and require extremely high respiratory effort (particularly toward the end of the breath group). Thus, evaluation of the effectiveness of compensation strategies needs to consider their effect on all subsystems as a whole. Strategies that compensate for laryngeal weakness at the cost of compromising the normal function of the respiratory subsystem are undesirable. In this study, a three-dimensional model of phonation incorporating respiratory-laryngeal coupling is used to systematically investigate the cause-effect relation between physiological changes and voice production across a large range of voice conditions. The capability to model respiratory-laryngeal interaction also allows us to evaluate the effect of glottal insufficiency and potential compensations on the respiratory effort of phonation, which we will show imposes additional constraints on voice production and available compensation strategies.

METHOD

A sketch of the three-dimensional computational model used in this study is shown in Figure 1. The model includes a respiratory system driven by a respiratory muscular pressure to provide the target subglottal pressure, a three-dimensional vocal fold model coupled with a one-dimensional glottal flow model, and a vocal tract model in which sound propagates. The fluid-structure-acoustic interaction within the glottis and sound propagation in the vocal tract are described in Ref. 4, and the respiratory model is described in detail in Ref. 5. These two studies4,5 focused on the laryngeal and respiratory systems, respectively, with Ref. 4 investigating the cause-effect relation between changes in vocal fold physiology and the resulting changes in vocal fold vibration.
and output acoustics, and Ref. 5 investigating the mechanics of the respiratory system and the respiratory effort of phonation. In this study, the vocal fold model and the respiratory model are coupled through the instantaneous glottal volume flow rate using Equation (6) in Ref. 5, thus allowing systematic investigation of respiratory-laryngeal interaction during phonation. The input of this coupled model includes the vocal fold conditions (geometry, stiffness, and position), lung function parameters (total lung capacity [TLC], vital capacity [VC], functional residual capacity [FRC], and lung compliance), and the respiratory muscular pressure or the target subglottal pressure.

Although glottal insufficiency may also refer to conditions in which the vocal folds are able to close the glottis without airflow but still vibrate with incomplete glottal closure, in this study we consider only pathologic conditions with weakened control of the degree of vocal fold approximation, because of bilateral recurrent laryngeal nerve paresis or vocal fold atrophy with aging, but normal control of vocal fold longitudinal stiffness and tension (through activation of the cricothyroid muscle). Specifically, glottal insufficiency is modeled by a large initial glottal angle of 4°, simulating inability to completely approximate the vocal folds. This initial glottal angle leads to a mid-membranous glottal width of about 1 mm and an initial glottal opening area of 10 mm², which is slightly larger than the range of normal phonation reported by Isshiki⁶ and those investigated in previous numerical simulations.⁴ Voice production under such weakened adduction conditions is compared with voice production with normal control of vocal fold approximation, that is, with the initial glottal angle varying in a range between 0° and 4°. Such comparison allows us to identify voice changes because of glottal insufficiency as well as potential compensations that, under the constraint of a large constant initial glottal angle of 4°, are able to at least partially restore the vocal range (fundamental frequency [F0], sound pressure level, and spectral characteristics) of normal phonation produced with a large range of initial glottal angles.

Voice production simulations are performed for a large range of vocal fold and respiratory conditions, with parametric variations in the vertical thickness \( T \) (1, 2, 3, 4.5 mm), the shear modulus along the anterior-posterior direction \( G_{\text{ap}} \) (from 4 kPa to 50 kPa in step of 2 kPa), the initial glottal angle \( \alpha \) (from 0° to 4° in step of 0.4°, for simulation of normal phonation conditions), the subglottal pressure \( P_s \) (from 50 Pa to 2.4 kPa in 18 steps, see Ref. 4), and the inspiratory muscular pressure \( P_{\text{ins}} \) (−1.5 kPa and −2.4 kPa). The detailed simulation conditions are summarized in Table 1. A total of 19,008 vocal fold conditions, including conditions of both glottal insufficiency and normal phonation, are considered for each of the two inspiratory conditions. Note that the glottal insufficiency conditions are a subset of the normal phonation conditions. The large number of conditions investigated allows us to understand the effect of glottal insufficiency on the entire vocal range and identify compensation strategies that are effective for a large range of voice conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( T ) (mm)</th>
<th>( G_{\text{ap}} ) (kPa)</th>
<th>( \alpha ) (°)</th>
<th>( P_s ) (kPa)</th>
<th>( P_{\text{ins}} ) (kPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4.5</td>
<td>4–50 in step of 2</td>
<td>0–4 in step of 0.4</td>
<td>0.05–2.4 (18 steps)</td>
<td>−1.5, −2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vocal fold transverse Young modulus is set constant at 4 kPa. For the respiratory model, TLC = 7 L, RV = 2 L, FRC = 3.5 L, and lung compliance is 0.001 L/Pa.
conditions instead of one specific voice condition. Each simulation consists of a half-second period of inspiration, in which the lung volume starts at the FRC and an inspiratory muscular pressure is applied to the lungs. The lung volume at the end of this inspiration period establishes the initial lung volume (LVI) for phonation. This inspiration period is followed by a 4-second expiration (typical breath group duration of normal speech), during which an expiratory muscle pressure is activated to maintain the target subglottal pressure and the vocal folds are set into desired geometry and stiffness condition. The lung volume at the end of this 4-second period of phonation determines the termination lung volume (LVT).

For each vocal fold condition, the mean glottal flow, closed quotient, vocal intensity (sound pressure level [SPL]), F0, the amplitude differences between the first harmonic and the second harmonic (H1–H2) and the harmonic nearest 2 kHz (H1–H2k), and harmonic-to-noise ratio (HNR) are calculated as described in Ref. 4. Although the maximum respiratory muscular force required to maintain the target subglottal pressure in each simulation condition provides a direct evaluation of the respiratory effort of phonation, to normalize for individual differences in lung functions, the respiratory effort is quantified in this study by the LVT as a percentage of the VC. In normal human speech or singing, each breath group often finishes at an LVT around 30% of the VC, close to the FRC. Zhang demonstrated that for a given breath group duration, the maximum respiratory force required to maintain a target subglottal pressure increases significantly as the LVT falls below 30% of the VC and rapidly approaches the physiological limits of respiratory muscle activation. Based on these observations, in the discussion below, vocal fold conditions finishing at an LVT below 30% of the VC are considered to require a respiratory effort approaching physiological limits and thus should be avoided during phonation.

**RESULTS**

**Voice changes**

Figure 2 compares voice production under glottal insufficiency (symbols + in blue; an initial glottal angle of 4°) with that for normal conditions in which the initial glottal angle varies between 0° and 4° (dot symbols in red). The first row of Figure 2 plots

---

**FIGURE 2.** Comparison between normal voice production (dotted symbols in red) and voice production with glottal insufficiency (with a constant $\alpha = 4^\circ$; symbols + in blue). (A–K) The four control parameters (initial glottal angle, vocal fold vertical thickness, shear modulus along the anterior-posterior direction, and subglottal pressure) and selected measures of voice production as a function of the mean glottal flow rate $Q_{\text{mean}}$. (L) The vocal intensity as a function of F0 or the vocal range profile. Inspiratory muscular pressure is $-1.5$ kPa, which provides an initial lung volume at 62% of the vital capacity. The ellipse in panels H and I indicates conditions with a falsetto-like phonation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
the four control parameters (initial glottal angle, vertical vocal fold thickness, vocal fold stiffness, and subglottal pressure) against the corresponding mean glottal flow, for all vocal fold conditions investigated. The other two rows show selected measures of the resulting voice production as a function of the mean glottal flow. The right-most panel in the bottom row shows the vocal ranges with the sound pressure level plotted as a function of F0. Note that two clusters of voice conditions can be observed in the H1–H2 and F0 data shown in Figure 1H and I, with one corresponding to a falsetto-like voice (high F0, high H1–H2, high H1–H2k, low HNR, and high glottal flow, produced with a thin vocal fold) and the other a chest-like voice (relatively low F0, low H1–H2, low H1–H2k, high HNR, low glottal flow, produced with a thick vocal fold).

As expected, glottal insufficiency (symbols +) leads to significantly increased glottal flow, as shown in Figure 2A. This leads to a reduced HNR (Figure 2K), particularly for high vocal intensity productions. Another major acoustic effect of severe glottal insufficiency is a significantly restricted F0 range, particularly the upper limits, for both the chest-like and the falsetto-like phonations (Figure 2H). This is because with glottal insufficiency, control of vocal fold approximation, one of the primary means of F0 control, is no longer effective. Glottal insufficiency also restricts the lower limits of the vocal intensity range (bottom left of Figure 2G), because the production of very low vocal intensity requires a subglottal pressure that is too low to excite phonation for conditions of a large initial glottal angle (note that voice with a very low vocal intensity is different from voice with limited harmonics but a strong noise component, as often observed in conditions of glottal insufficiency, which may be perceived to be weak or of low intensity but has a high vocal intensity because of the strong noise component). Surprisingly, Figure 2G indicates that there is not much restriction on the upper limits of the vocal intensity range. Overall, glottal insufficiency restricts voice production of either low intensity or high F0. On the other hand, the spectral shape measures (Figure 2I and J) for conditions of glottal insufficiency generally overlap in range with those for normal conditions, indicating a relatively small effect on voice quality other than a reduced HNR.

The increased glottal flow because of glottal insufficiency requires increased respiratory support. Figure 3 shows the same.
set of data but as a function of the LVT as a percentage of the VC, which provides a relative measure of respiratory effort. The data are obtained with an inspiratory muscle pressure of −1.5 kPa (the minus sign indicates a net inspiratory pressure) in the inspiration phase, which leads to an LVI at about 62% of the VC. As discussed earlier, in this study, we consider an LVT below 30% as an indication of significantly high respiratory effort that should be avoided. Note that some conditions cannot be sustained for a 4-second duration for the given LVI, and thus do not show up in Figure 3. One group of conditions that fall into this category is the falsetto-like voice production under conditions of glottal insufficiency, which appears in Figure 2H but not in Figure 3H. This is because the production of a falsetto-like voice requires a small vocal fold vertical thickness (e.g., conditions T = 1 mm in Figure 2B), which results in too much airflow to be sustained for a 4-second breath group duration of phonation. With the falsetto-like phonation no longer possible, the F0 range is practically reduced to the lower half of that under normal conditions. In addition, the glottal insufficiency conditions that produce the highest vocal intensity (and also the highest F0 in the chest-like phonations) finish the 4-second phonation at a lung volume below 30% of the VC (Figure 3G), indicating that these conditions require significantly high respiratory effort. Thus, although a falsetto-like phonation or phonation with a very high vocal intensity is theoretically still possible, such phonation would not be sustained for a typical breath group duration of speech, and if attempted, each breath group would finish at a very low lung volume so that one is likely to experience shortness of breath and significantly increased respiratory effort of phonation.

The high respiratory effort during phonation under conditions of glottal insufficiency can be compensated for by an increased respiratory effort during the inspiration phase. Figure 4 shows similar data as in Figure 3, but with an inspiratory muscle pressure of −2.4 kPa, which provides an LVI at 80% of the VC. Taking a deeper inspiration shifts the data to a higher LVT and reduces the respiratory effort during phonation, thus allowing more vocal fold conditions to be sustained for a normal breath group duration, particularly conditions producing a high vocal intensity. Note that, however, the falsetto-like phonation still finishes at an LVT close to the lung residual volume and thus still requires significantly high respiratory effort.

**FIGURE 4.** Comparison between normal voice production (dotted symbols in red) and voice production with glottal insufficiency (symbols + in blue) with deep inspiration (with an inspiratory muscular pressure of −2.4 kPa, which provides an initial lung volume at 80% of the vital capacity). (A–K) The four control parameters (initial glottal angle, vocal fold vertical thickness, anterior-posterior [AP] shear modulus, and subglottal pressure) and selected measures of voice production as a function of the termination lung volume (LVT) after 4-second phonation as a percentage of the lung vital capacity. (L) The vocal intensity as a function of F0 for conditions with LVT > 30% VC. The vertical lines in all panels indicate LVT = 30% VC. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
Available compensation strategies and limitations

Compensation strategies that alleviate the undesirable voice changes can be identified from Figures 2–4. Table 2 lists such compensation strategies and their limitations. The increased noise production can be compensated for by reducing the subglottal pressure, which would also reduce the respiratory effort. However, such compensation would also limit voice production to not-so-high vocal intensity or F0.

Severe glottal insufficiency restricts the use of both the falsetto-like voice production and the upper-half F0 range of the chest-like voice production. There are no effective compensation strategies to completely restore the F0 range while still maintaining a normal breath group duration. Attempting a falsetto-like phonation or an extremely high F0 even for a much shorter breath group duration would still require excessively high expiratory effort. On the other hand, for chest-like phonation with not-so-high F0, to compensate for the loss of a primary means of F0 control (ie, adjustment of vocal fold approximation), F0 control has to almost exclusively rely on adjusting vocal fold longitudinal stiffness through cricothyroid muscle activation (F0 control can be also assisted by controlling the vocal fold thickness and subglottal pressure, but to a much lesser degree). As a result, it is expected that more effort of the cricothyroid muscles is required to achieve the same amount of F0 modulation. On the other hand, because of this reduced F0 range and increased effort of F0 modulation, the amount of F0 modulation during speech is also expected to be reduced, likely resulting in a more monotonic speech. Note that increased activation of the cricothyroid muscles often leads to thinning of the vocal folds, which again leads to increased glottal flow, noise production, and respiratory effort.

Because of the high phonation threshold pressure associated with glottal insufficiency, there are no effective compensation strategies to facilitate voice production with very low intensity. On the other hand, although high vocal intensity is possible, a deeper inspiration, at the cost of increased inspiratory effort, is required to compensate for the otherwise high expiratory effort during phonation, particularly if one intends to maintain a normal breath group duration.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

This study shows that glottal insufficiency or inability to adduct sufficiently leads to reduced HNR, loss of the upper F0 range, reduced F0 modulation, and reduced intensity range, which are consistent with clinical observations. This study also shows that the laryngeal and respiratory subsystems need to be considered as a whole to fully understand the effect of glottal insufficiency on voice production. For example, glottal insufficiency does not impose any restrictions on high-intensity voice production or a falsetto-like phonation, as far as the laryngeal subsystem is concerned. However, because of the finite amount of the lung volume, such voice production is difficult to sustain for a normal breath group duration under conditions of glottal insufficiency because it uses too much airflow, which would lead to significantly high respiratory effort, especially toward the end of the breath group.

The results show that weakened control of vocal fold approximation may lead to compensation in the form of increased activation of the cricothyroid muscles (to achieve sufficient F0 modulation) and increased respiratory effort (during both inspiration and expiration to produce high-intensity voice). Thus, in addition to increased noise production and reduced F0 range,
the adoption of these compensation strategies would also cause the laryngeal and respiratory subsystems to function at an increased level, which may make one more susceptible to vocal fatigue, discomfort, or even vocal fold injury when such compensation persists for an extended period. The relation between compensation strategies and possibilities of vocal fatigue and injury will be the focus of future investigations.
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